INTRODUCTION

A growing number of country governments, implementers, and funders are adopting digital health tools and systems to strengthen health system delivery and improve health outcomes for patients around the world. Digital health is the systematic application of information and communications technologies, computer science, and data to promote informed decision-making within the health sector.¹ In 2020, the World Health Assembly adopted the WHO Global Strategy on Digital Health, calling on countries to harness digital health to transform their health sectors by converting analogue health information systems into virtual and digital systems.²

The digital revolution also resulted in new efforts to incorporate digital health technologies into social and behavior change (SBC) programming. SBC is a systematic, evidence-driven approach to improve and sustain changes in behaviors, norms, and the enabling environment, and is a foundational and critical component of effective and sustainable health system strengthening (HSS) programming.³

As outlined in USAID’s Vision for Health System Strengthening 2030, SBC is critical to strengthening health systems and achieving the Sustainable Development Goals, particularly target 3.8, universal health coverage.³ Integrating SBC into HSS initiatives can shape demand for health services, enable supportive behaviors among health providers who are essential to quality care, and spur a shared responsibility for health among patients, providers, and other health system actors. HSS practice can integrate SBC methodologies and approaches to address the social and behavioral drivers that affect health system performance and accelerate or impede positive health outcomes.

¹ Digital transformation involves converting manual and paper-based processes of data collection, reporting, and analysis into a digital format, and includes reengineering and optimizing organizational processes, culture, and client experiences.
This brief explores ways in which digital tools and systems can be used successfully and responsibly to advance SBC interventions in support of health system strengthening, and provides recommendations for future programming and areas of research.

DIGITAL TOOLS FOR SOCIAL AND BEHAVIOR CHANGE

Digital tools for SBC are increasingly common for use in patient diagnosis, primary care interventions, and self-management of chronic diseases. SBC interventions are more frequently integrated in vertical health programs, and are also used in combination with digital tools to advance HSS goals. Digital tools have the potential to empower individuals to take an active role in improving their health behaviors and outcomes; to enhance the provision of equitable, high-quality care; to help health system policy makers and other stakeholders understand, monitor, and act upon population health beliefs, knowledge, and needs; and to contribute to changing behaviors at scale.

For example, initial research suggests that online and virtual mechanisms for SBC communication are at least as effective for enabling individual behavior change as conventional approaches—and even more so when combined with in-person approaches. Digital interventions have been shown to improve self-management of chronic conditions, preventative health behaviors, and delivery of care. Although it is not yet fully understood how SBC theory translates to digital SBC interventions, digital tools offer new opportunities for changing or supporting the behaviors of health system actors.

Behavior change interventions are most effective when they engage individuals via multiple channels and levels, including through passive (e.g., SMS message) and active (e.g., virtual supervision) digital approaches. In a randomized controlled trial in urban Bangladesh, diabetes patients received interactive voice calls to improve medication adherence and lifestyle habits. Those who received the messages significantly improved adherence to dietary recommendations and control of blood glucose, among other indicators of health, demonstrating the effectiveness of phone reminders for managing chronic health conditions.

Digital tools also provide new opportunities to improve our understanding of behavioral drivers. SBC practitioners frequently rely on self-reported answers to questions about health habits, knowledge levels,

POTENTIAL BENEFITS

In the right contexts and after careful assessment, digital tools for SBC in HSS can:

- Be less labor intensive: The use of machine learning and predictive analytics can promote curated digital health interventions that are both more frequent and less labor-intensive.

- Be more affordable: The reach of digital tools is generally thought to make digital SBC interventions more cost-effective than many in-person methods, increasing scale without steep costs.

- Achieve higher reach: Digital tools for SBC promote more frequent—and often more convenient—interactions with individuals when and where they prefer.

- Increase interaction with others: Digital tools can be unidirectional, feeding individuals targeted information, or they can be more interactive, engaging users in online discussions, peer support groups, and provider dialogues.

- Be more scalable: Digital tools have the potential to reach more people, compared to traditional SBC interventions, which are often logistically difficult and expensive to scale.

- Improve data: The type and volume of data made available by digital tools applied to SBC programming is unprecedented and presents an opportunity to better understand human behavior. By collecting data in real time and using methods that require less self-reporting, practitioners can analyze large datasets to better understand shifts in knowledge, attitudes, and behaviors, and the influence of external factors.
channels of engagement, user preferences, and changes in behavior. These are foundational but not always accurately reported. Many digital and data tools can passively collect huge datasets on individuals’ behaviors, attitudes, and knowledge as they interact with their devices. Sometimes referred to as digital phenotyping, the real-time calculation of individual-level human phenotypes using these tools can deliver objective, data-driven measures of behavior that can then be used to design more targeted interventions.16

Digital tools can also facilitate at-scale SBC program monitoring and learning across the health system. “Social monitoring” quantifies social media users’ engagement with various topic areas, programs, and products by measuring reactions. Analyzing the volume, frequency, and sentiment behind conversations on social media can help detect patterns in beliefs, drivers of conversations, audience affinities, and misinformation. Used in combination with other traditional monitoring, evaluation, research, and learning (MERL) techniques, it can offer data-rich insights into individuals’ true behaviors and learning environments.

Social monitoring tools can also offer more granular data than a conventional survey, determining spikes in engagement, conversation patterns, flashpoints of discussion, and general sentiment toward different topic areas (see Box 1). These tools enable behavior change practitioners to analyze data retrospectively or prospectively, and with speed. Practitioners can collect rapid insights to more quickly move from design to implementation and the scale-up of interventions across relevant health system stakeholders.17 It is also critical for countries and health programs to make use of existing digital global goods software,19 which can be adapted for use in a variety of health landscapes, offering more cost-effective measures without reinventing the wheel.1

**CASE STUDIES**

**Digitalizing Supportive Supervision in Tanzania**

To enable a strong health system, health workers must be able to monitor the performance of their facilities. Until recently this process has been fragmented and paper-based in Tanzania. Health managers and frontline health workers had limited visibility into how their hospitals and clinics were performing against health system targets.

Under the Data Use Partnership (DUP), the Government of Tanzania and PATH are supported by the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation to improve the national health care system through better use of health information. A cornerstone of DUP has been the development of a facility supportive supervision system to be used by health managers, district health officials, and frontline health workers to systematically link performance data and supervision recommendations. In the past, facilities struggled to improve their quality ratings because of a fragmented paper-based system of checklists for different health areas. This made it difficult for health workers to implement recommendations.

---

1 Digital global goods software are free and open-source tools that can be used to manage, analyze, or transmit health-related data in several settings, countries, and contexts.
The Afya Supportive Supervision System (AfyaSS) updates and digitalizes these processes, making it easier to assess facility performance at a systems level.

AfyaSS was designed using principles of user-centered design. Beginning in 2018, the Government of Tanzania and PATH embarked on a participatory design process that included a desk review of existing guidelines and tools, field visits, stakeholder workshops, and user advisory groups to identify common challenges and system requirements of the future AfyaSS.

AfyaSS harmonizes the supervision process, creating a single, consolidated action plan. It also ensures that health workers at the facility level, managers at the regional level, and policy makers at the national level have reliable, real-time access to information on the performance of Tanzania’s health system. AfyaSS incorporates critical components of behavior change, including system notifications to remind health workers about facility targets and progress toward health system goals, linking them to data from previous visits. It also includes dashboards to help visualize improvements and generates action plans based on the data collected during supervisory visits. Offline components allow for use of the system in remote areas with limited connectivity. Together, these features enable health workers to act on the performance data made available to them.

A critical learning from the development and implementation of AfyaSS has been the importance of participatory design principles. The government employed user advisory groups comprised of key health actors, software designers, and engineers to map the previous paper-based system and redefine workflows in support of health system strengthening. Input from users, for example, indicated that health managers often struggled to verify if a supervisory visit had taken place. Supervisors sometimes falsely reported visits and paper-based systems did not allow for any means to substantiate these claims. In response to this persistent challenge, AfyaSS was designed to include geotagging features that log the start and end locations of a visit, prompting users to begin their evaluation when they are in the vicinity of their assigned health facility. These quality control measures help to hold supervisors accountable.

AfyaSS and its behavior change components are contributing to a culture of care that is focused on data-driven quality improvement. Health managers were interviewed about the impact of the system on their oversight roles and facility performance. The health managers cited the efficiencies of the digital system and how consolidated datasets made it easier to develop an accurate picture of a health facility’s performance.

Dr. Charles Migunga, Regional Quality Improvement Focal Person for Arusha, shared: “The change is what I’m most excited about. Instead of a bundle of papers, I have a tablet. The technology is what makes the supportive supervision system appealing and thus pushes us to make sure we frequently log-in to see the supervisions conducted, action items, and to follow up to see if they were taken care of, and to what extent the issues were resolved.”

AfyaSS has been rolled out to all 26 regions in Tanzania and is actively in use in 24, with plans to continue training users and implementing change management strategies to increase system use.

Integrating Digital Financial Services and Digital Tools in Kenya to Build Health System Resiliency

Financial protection along with increasing coverage of quality service provision are important dimensions of resilient, sustainable health systems. The increased availability of digital financial services (DFS) provides opportunities to accelerate progress towards health systems outcome goals of improving equity, quality, and resource optimization.

DFS includes a range of digital financial transactions, including payment, banking, and insurance services via internet, mobile phone, and other digital and data tools. Building on the 2019 publication “The Role of DFS in Accelerating USAID’s Health Goals,” USAID’s Bureau for Global Health commissioned studies on the role of DFS in advancing financial protection and supporting improved health system performance, and better
understanding the factors that make solutions successful, and the role digitization can play in enhancing and leveraging these factors.

An extensive literature review of the evidence on DFS conducted by USAID’s Local Health System Sustainability Project identified best practices for engaging vulnerable individuals in more equitable financial protections. Of particular interest are the non-financial and behavioral elements of expanding health care access and choice for patients, such as understanding the behavioral barriers to saving for health insurance.

Corresponding case studies developed by MSH under Digital Square explored the Innovative Partnership for Universal Sustainable Healthcare (i-PUSH) initiative, which used mobile technology to deliver better quality care to Kenyan women and their families, by enrolling them in a national hospital insurance fund through the M-TIBA platform. Women were digitally enrolled on a rolling basis by trained community health workers who also provided simultaneous health education. The program uses DFS initiatives to address low health insurance coverage and the steep costs of unplanned health care. It also responds to the high rates of uninsured, impoverished women who are often exploited by fee-for-service models. M-TIBA, a mobile health wallet launched in 2015, offers health-specific payment services that encourage health savings. M-TIBA funds can be used in any facility that accepts the network and allows people to save, share, and borrow at very low costs. In addition to its use for out-of-pocket care, the program offers nudges or timely reminders to pay insurance premiums. The digital wallet enables users to review in real-time their benefits, submit medical claims, and allows for quick same-day disbursement of claims. M-TIBA has also increasingly been used by donors, insurers, and implementing partners to offer health care vouchers and low-cost insurance plans. The DFS initiative helped change the way people, even from low-income families, look at health care payments. It also promoted a culture of saving by encouraging families to put aside small amounts regularly.

Findings from DFS initiatives have also reinforced the importance of building on the existing ecosystem to help bridge the digital divide for some households, including through mobile phone agents, community health volunteers, and other health actors. In the i-PUSH program in Kenya, for example, community health workers helped buttress the DFS initiative with health education and basic financial literacy for families, providing guidance on the importance of health insurance and the enrollment process.

DFS initiatives can transform the way health care is delivered and reach disadvantaged and impoverished populations to promote more affordable, accessible health.

**IMPLEMENTATION CONSIDERATIONS**

Digital tools and systems can be used successfully and responsibly to advance SBC interventions in support of health system strengthening. The AfyaSS and DFS examples offer the following key lessons for implementing digital SBC interventions in different contexts. Each lesson includes recommendations for development and implementing partners to consider throughout the design, implementation, and monitoring of digital SBC for HSS.

**A design approach with the user at the center ensures that digital SBC interventions are responsive to HSS actors.**

Tailoring communication messages and channels to specific audience segments can enhance the relevance of the information presented and produce better health outcomes. Digital tools present an unprecedented opportunity to deliver complex, personalized interventions based on rich data streams and customizable formats. However, it is critical that digital SBC interventions build in opportunities to rapidly iterate their digital tools to respond to their real-world use. Unlike in-person SBC interventions which may be able to adapt to a scenario in person, digital tools need to account for different user scenarios from the outset. There has been an overall uptick in smartphone and
mobile use, but user habits are uneven between different genders, age ranges, and geographies. As with traditional methods of SBC, digital SBC programming should consider the appropriate framing for messages, frequency, tone, and voice. It’s also important to consider the channels, timing, and modes of influence; messages must come from a trusted source. Some audiences may require sustained, in-depth engagement, whereas others benefit from context-triggered prompts or just-in-time interventions that engage users for crucial timepoints. Because most existing research on designing digital SBC interventions is focused on the patient experience, future research is needed on designing digital SBC interventions for other health actors, such as providers, health managers, and policy makers.

Digital SBC interventions are often enhanced with interactive components. While early research indicates that online interventions are at least as successful as face-to-face approaches, the most effective SBC interventions emulate some component of traditional in-person interventions. Retaining some human input has been shown to enhance engagement with HSS actors, leading to more transformative behavior change.

Practitioners should consider the right combination of automated digital interventions and digitally facilitated person-to-person interactions for behavior change. While digital tools such as SMS reminders allow for important channels to encourage adherence to healthy behaviors, digital person-to-person interventions (online peer support, forums, virtual coaches, etc.) engage users personally and directly and can enhance adherence to an even greater degree.

Digital person-to-person interventions have been shown to foster motivation, identify commonalities between users, and encourage adherence to health-seeking behaviors. A meta-analysis conducted of digital person-to-person initiatives revealed larger effect sizes than comparable self-guided online programs. This is attributed to the greater accountability, feedback loops, and deeper social support that human input allows.

The benefits can also extend to other actors within the health system. Future programs should consider the roles of these different types of digital SBC interventions for health system strengthening.

Social listening and social monitoring can offer data-rich insights into actual behaviors. As people increasingly connect over social media, social listening and social monitoring can offer important insights to policy makers, implementers, and health providers that may supplement more traditional MERL methods within HSS SBC programs. Social platforms are increasingly frequented by a range of health system actors, and social listening can be a flexible and powerful tool for collecting valuable feedback on different topics.

Limitations should also be considered when incorporating social listening or social monitoring. Social media users are not usually representative of the general population, so their viewpoints may not reflect the sentiment of target audiences. Privacy features are an important safety net on social media, but can also make it difficult to discern who is posting, and bots have been known to spread false messages and generate confusion on social media. Finally, while social media can foster greater transparency and candor, people are still subject to social pressures online.

Digital SBC interventions require thoughtful metrics. While digital technologies provide expanded opportunities for data generation and analysis, understanding behavior change within a health system likely requires the use of multiple approaches. Digital SBC interventions have the potential to produce an unprecedented amount of data to test SBC theories and better understand human behavior; but engagement with digital technologies is complex and successful behavior change can’t be measured by digital usage alone. Likes, clicks, and pageviews are frequently used as social media metrics, for example, but there is a temptation to equate this engagement with shifts in attitudes, knowledge levels, and health-seeking behaviors. This incorrectly assumes that any amount of
user engagement with digital tools leads to the intended outcomes of an intervention, and that higher engagement will lead to better outcomes.

A growing community of researchers are advocating for a better understanding of how digital engagement may influence effectiveness. Implementers should consider measures of engagement that take into account user satisfaction and distinguish between “big E” engagement and “little e” engagement. “Little e” refers to engagement with the digital behavior change intervention and the context for exposure (such as time spent with an app, logins, clicks, or swipes) whereas “big E” refers to engagement with the health behavior of interest and represents the desired outcome of these digital interventions. Better metrics, definitions, and research on the different dimensions of engagement will help in designing more successful interventions.

Digital SBC interventions must implement data ethics, regulations, and standards to equitably reach HSS actors and protect health system data.

Digital technologies promise better, more available health data, but also present new questions on the ethics and regulations of this data and of digital platforms more broadly. Any effective SBC intervention must weigh the risks and ethics of using digital technologies to promote behavior change. Digital SBC interventions may use online forums and channels that have also been used to spread false and misleading information. There are also persistent discrepancies in access to and use of digital devices, which could result in inequitable access to health programs and content if not carefully addressed. Young audiences, particularly girls and women, often don’t have access to their own mobile phones and so use their family’s or friends’ devices. Online platforms should include moderation plans to simultaneously prevent false or harmful content from spreading, while also enabling more equitable access to important information and tools. Additional guidance and a framework for understanding the risks associated with development data are available in “Considerations for Using Data Responsibly at USAID.”

Relatedly, one of the advantages of digital tools and systems is their ability to collect information passively and continuously without the overt engagement of their users. When this data is used to develop a digital or behavioral phenotype for users, it risks becoming exploitive. Particularly in low- and middle-income countries, data privacy concerns may be a new concept for first-time digital users. Coupled with the nascent data privacy and security governance in most countries, this can put vulnerable populations at even greater risk. Implementers must be transparent about the type and purpose of the data they are collecting, as well as its explicit use. Country policy makers must also plan national security agendas that allow for the secure exchange of health data. At a national level, digital SBC interventions must comply with local country standards for data handling, sharing, and interoperability.
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